AN EOFF FILMMAKERS FUND PROJECT

OUT OF CHARACTER
a film by J.J. Hill and Liberty O'Dell

"A STORY OF
EVERYDAY
HEROES ON
AN EPIC
QUEST."
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ABOUT
Out of Character is a feature-length film that documents a fictional fantasy, action-adventure story. It’s
a movie about everyday people who get the unique opportunity to take their casual escapism to a
whole new level.
Six seemingly ordinary people who engage in an app game called RPGeo. While playing, they get to
assume characters and face challenges in well-crafted fantasy storylines. The company and creators of
the game are introducing a brand-new, real-life version of their hit game by hosting a live event that
will be streamed worldwide. These six average people, our story’s heroes, have been selected at
random to be participants in this once in a lifetime event.
If they accept, these characters will assume their in-game identities and embark on a five-day journey
bristling with mystery and betrayal. If they prevail as a team, they will win $100,000 and become the
first live-action, game champions. The film Out of Character will document the entire experience.

The film Out of Character is a project that represents the power of collaborative
imagination and intends to shine a light on the unique combination of Live Action Role
Play (L.A.R.P.) and the Eastern Oregon community.
L.A.R.P. is an interactive experience where the participants create and act out dramatic
sequences in character.
This project has the unique opportunity to showcase a wide variety of local artistic talent
along with the natural beauty that this region has to offer. Blending multiple film
techniques and styles, Out of Character documents an event that could be, in a world that
may be, for an audience that will be.
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JEFFREY JAMES HILL
Writer / Director

Jeffrey James Hill (J.J.) grew up in Pilot Rock and currently resides in Pendleton,
Oregon. He graduated from Eastern Oregon University in 2009 with a degree in
Theater Performance. JJ has done stand-up comedy, performed music, and improv in
a number of different cities including Portland and New York. After JJ returned to
Eastern Oregon in 2013, he worked as the recruitment coordinator for a local
community college, where he wrote and voiced an award winning radio ad series.

LIBERTY O'DELL

Writer / Director

Liberty O’Dell was born in Baker City and raised in Halfway, Oregon. Liberty
graduated Eastern Oregon University in 2011 with degrees in Business
Administration. and Theater Performance and Scriptwriting. He attended the
prestigious Stella Adler Studio of Acting from 2012-15 in New York City, and
graduated with honors. During his stay in New York, he co-founded the Secondhand
Theater Company, which went on to win awards for both their film and stage work.
PREVIOUS CREDITS, AWARDS, ETC.
Liberty O’Dell, Secondhand Theatre Company Creation and Management
How does Blue Mean (collaborative creative work)
Lost in Place (Awarded Best collection of short plays and Best Choreography at Planet Connection Theatre
Festivity New York City)
The Handkerchief (people's choice award 24 Film Race New York City)
Twitterverse (Premiered Off Off Broadway in Manhattan , New York)
J.J. Hill, Comedy Specials and Radio Awards
Always Broke Sometimes Homeless (2008 Comedy Special EOU)
National Gold Award winning single ad radio production (NCMPR Conference Las Vegas Tourism Board)
National Bronze Award winning Radio Series Voice talent (NCMPR Conference Las Vegas Tourism Board)
Comedy On Accident (2019 Comedy Special HQ -Home of EOFF)

JJ Hill and Liberty O’Dell
EOFF 48 Hour Film Festival 2008
Vampire Pioneers from Lake Terror - ACTORS (Winner of People’s Choice Award)
EOFF 48 Hour Film Festival 2009
Mouth - ACTORS
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TEAM
Talented writers, actors, costume, makeup, and hair designers, set and prop designers, musicians, multiple graphic and sketch artists
are all being represented in this film and we are continually searching for more artists to bring on board.
ALAN ARNSON

COMPOSER / SOUND DESIGN

Alan Arnson is a local veteran who has served 20 years in the Army National Guard and has had two tours
in Iraq and one year in Afghanistan as a radio reconnaissance contractor. He is a graduate of Eastern Oregon
University with a degree in acting and sound design. He has a passion and talent for music and you can find his
work on Apple Music, Spotify, and Amazon Music. Alan hopes to use his lifetime of sound design experience to
create an imaginative and immersive score for Out Of Character.

JEREMIAH MARSHALL

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Jeremiah Marshall, born and raised in Union County, is a graduate of Eastern Oregon University. He spent a
few years in Los Angeles working in various positions in the Camera and Lighting Department for both film and
television. His experience in reality, documentary, and narrative fiction, as well as feature length, short form, and
episodic formats, will be invaluable in an ambitious project like this. He is excited to help capture the directors' vision
and the actors' performances as well as the beauty of North East Oregon.

HAYLEY STAVENGEZR

COSTUME DESIGNER

Hayley Stavenger graduated from Eastern Oregon University in 2014 with a B.A. in Theatre and a double
emphasis in Costume Design and Acting. After working in the Portland Film Industry for a few years, she and
her family moved back to Eastern Oregon to raise their son in a small town surrounded by beautiful mountains.
Hayley's skill and impeccable craftsmanship, in addition to her creative design, bring an invaluable level of
professionalism and artistry to this project.
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CAST & CREW
PRODUCTION MANAGER
Cassandra Johnson
ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER
Megan Garoutte
BUSINESS MANAGER
Kaisa Hill
SCRIPT MANAGER
Colee Mayfield

BUSINESS & LEGAL CONSULT
Jessica Arnson

CAST
Add Collard

PROPERTIES & SENIC DRESSER
Jamie Baker

GRANT PERSONNEL
Bonnie Day and Molly Turner

MAKEUP DESIGN
Kelsy Carson

CONCEPT ARTIST
Jason Crampton & Amanda Yates

John-Kyle Schnell

FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER
Paul Weber

GRAPHICS DESIGNER
Ian Crawford

Caleb Stavenger

WEAPONS DESIGNER
Zaquarie Mendenhall

HEAD OF CONSTRUCTION
Forest Farris

Interested in getting involved? Contact us at outofcharactermovie@gmail.com

Chris Hooper
Mike McIntosh
Jenn Slippy
Hayley Stavenger
Ashley Trieb
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The amount of expertise in our communities is astounding. The success
of this film will also include the success of skilled local individuals.

Out of Character is about more than simply
making a movie, it's about respecting and
representing all of the brilliant talent involved.
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LOCATIONS
Eastern Oregon plays a huge role in the making of this film. Each of us involved in making this project recognize how special and
unique the region is. It’s been known from the start that this is the only place we could make Out of Character happen. We are
fortunate enough to be able to film in multiple locations around the North East region that will bring a special element of beauty
and natural ruggedness to our story.

UMATILLA COUNTY

Umatilla County locations provide beautiful rolling hills at the base of the Blue
Mountains along rugged cliffs and rock formations. Our characters will trek across
this terrain as it is captured by our crew for an epic adventure.

BAKER COUNTY

Baker County is where we’ve found a stunning location at the base of the Elkhorn
mountains with picturesque peaks as a backdrop. This will be a site where we can
film most of our campground style shots.

UNION COUNTY
Union County is a versatile, enclosed valley with striking Mt. Emily and landscapes
populated with a number of different tree species. Many locations in the area provide
perfect settings for exposition and breathtaking views.
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BUDGET
MINIMUM BUDGET: $1,134,917.20
The proposed minimum budget is calculated to include the least expenditure on equipment rentals and on-site resources. This
budget includes a distribution plan to 4 festivals not including EOFF. All Cast and Crew salaries and reimbursement is to be
deferred until the project shows returns.
MEDIAN BUDGET: $1,162,564.47
This budget includes all production departments receiving all “wish-list” items as well as costuming for featured extras. The
distribution plan is increased to 6 Festivals excluding EOFF. All Cast and Crew will be reimbursed 25% of their contributions
with the remainder of their reimbursement being deferred.
IDEAL BUDGET: $1,175,064.47
This budget includes all production departments receiving full required amounts as well as planned cushion. The Distribution
Plan is increased to 10 festivals including all expenses and all of the cast and crew is reimbursed by funding goals.
DEFERRED REIMBURSEMENT:
Any compensation that is not paid to the cast and crew from the budget will be deferred to the time when the project begins to
show returns. Then each member of the cast and crew will be compensated pro rata (excluding director and producer
compensation) based on total available funds after expenses. If excess funds remain, then director and producer compensation
will be paid at their pro rata.
RETURN IN EXCESS:
In the event the project shows returns in excess of all expenses, EOFF will receive 10% as donations, with the remainder being
dispersed to each member of the process according to their pro rata percentage.
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FUNDING
Did you know that films with budgets at 2-3 million dollars are frequently
considered to be low budget movies? It takes a lot of resources to make movie
magic happen, especially without Hollywood backing. That's part of the reason
why this project is being funded through multiple means including grants made
possible through non-profit sponsorship, individual and business donations,
invaluable hardworking volunteers, and diverse marketing and fundraising plans.
Successful completion of this film will ensure our ability to support artists not only
through representation on screen but also by giving them a channel to market their
goods and skills to a broader audience.
Out of Character is being funded in part through private donations by individuals and businesses. Taxdeductible donations of any size to support the production of Out of Character are greatly appreciated and can
be made through the Eastern Oregon Film Festival, a 501(c)(3) organization and the fiscal sponsor of the film.

What is Fiscal Sponsorship?
Fiscal sponsorship is an arrangement between an existing 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and an
individual or entity lacking the legal status needed to receive grants from foundations, individual donors
and government agencies.
About Our Fiscal Sponsor
Eastern Oregon Film Festival is a non-profit corporation formed in 2009 that is dedicated to creating a
cinematic experience in Eastern Oregon that promotes discovery, entertainment, and education via
artistic exhibition and viewership. EOFF today provides fiscal sponsorship to independent filmmakers as
well as curating and showcasing a wide range of films through its annual film festival. Through the
mediums of independent film and music, EOFF aims to enrich and expand the cultural experience within
our community. More information can be found at eofilmfest.com.
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FILM SPONSORSHIP
ALL Sponsors will receive acknowledgement in the film’s credits and website.

PREMIER SPONSORS / $2500+
Acknowledgement in print, on our website, & social media
Personalized “Thank You” card & special gift from the directors
Sponsor credit under “Special Thanks” in the film credits
Four tickets to the premiere screening and VIP seating
Bonus for sponsors over $5,000: Executive Producer credit in the
film credits
PLATINUM SPONSORS / $1,000
Acknowledgement in print, on our website, & social media
Personalized “Thank You” card from the directors
Sponsor credit under “Special Thanks” in the film credits
Two tickets to the premiere screening
GOLD SPONSOR / $500
Acknowledgement in the Screening Program Book
Personalized “Thank You” card from the directors
Sponsor credit under “Special Thanks” in the film credits

Business Sponsorship / Customized*
Possible benefits include:
Acknowledgement in print, on our website, & social media
Personalized “Thank You” card & special gift from the directors
Sponsor credit under “Special Thanks” in the film credits
Four tickets to the premiere screening and VIP seating
Web link via company name or logo on website
Artist profile on website, select goods promoted via Out of
Character events and appearances
Social media video short
Press release on major partnerships
Product placement if applicable
*Many businesses provide sponsorships through the exchange of
goods and services, please contact us to discuss our future partnership
with your organization.

SUPPORTER / $100
Acknowledgement in the Screening Program Book
Personalized “Thank You” card from the directors

Questions about sponsorship? Contact us at outofcharactermovie@gmail.com
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CONTACT
GENERAL INFORMATION:

Facebook & Instagram:
@outofcharactermovie
DIRECTORS

Website: outofcharactermovie.com
Email: outofcharactermovie@gmail.com
PRODUCTION & BUSINESS MANAGERS

J.J. Hill
541-975-4455
hilljeffrey1209@gmail.com

Cassandra Johnson
541-212-6866
ckjohnsonsm@gmail.com

Liberty O'Dell
541-519-2062
libertyodell@gmail.com

Kaisa Hill
503-475-8876
hill.kaisa@gmail.com
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This project started back in December 2018 when we started playing around with an
interesting story idea. Over the next year, that idea turned into a full-blown project with a
production crew that keeps growing. We are dedicated to bringing this full-length film to
life and excited for the amazing opportunity we have in this region to make a production
like ours a reality.
Our sponsors are enabling this project to be completed and shown to audiences throughout
Oregon and beyond. We are incredibly grateful for all of our supporters and the talented
crew making all of this possible.

JEFFREY HILL

LIBERTY O'DELL

OUT OF CHARACTER
outofcharactermovie.com

